
ogy in many ways, and fiber Bragg gratings are at the heart of
our modern optical communication systems. Electrical switch-
ability adds a highly desirable function to Bragg gratings: elec-
trically switchable Bragg gratings (ESBGs), pronounced s-bugs,
are fabricated from a relatively new class of composite materials
generically referred to as holographic polymer-dispersed liquid
crystals (HPDLCs). The acronyms HPDLC and ESBG are often
used synonymously, but for the purposes of this review the term
ESBG is reserved for the description of actual devices while
HPDLC is used to describe the underlying composite materials.
The combination of diffraction and switchability in a single
film (typically 5–25 �m thick) has the potential to create new
applications based on Bragg phenomena and to add value to

J ust as the ability to inscribe Bragg gratings into photosensi-
tive materials has revolutionized the optical communication
and optical fiber sensing industries over the past decade,

electrically switchable Bragg gratings are poised to enable novel
devices in a diverse application space ranging from highly reflec-
tive flat panel displays to photonic crystals. Electrically switch-
able Bragg gratings offer a simple and flexible approach to
condition and to manipulate light in unique ways not possible
before, unleashing an innovative technology platform for
emerging optical devices and systems.

Sir William Lawrence Bragg’s elegant description of diffrac-
tion from periodic media dates back nearly 100 years. Today, the
phenomenon of Bragg diffraction continues to affect technol-
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Holographic polymer-dispersed liquid crystal (HPDLC) is a unique composite material created by the periodic 

distribution of liquid crystal and polymer in stratified layers. When voltage is applied, the periodic structure of

the HPDLC can be turned "on" or "off." This characteristic paves the way for new electro-optic applications

and for the addition of new functions to devices based on Bragg diffraction. 



with a broadband white-light source, a narrow reflection band
is rejected with reflectivities of >50% and peak widths of �� in
the 15–30-nm range, depending on the birefringence of the liq-
uid crystal, index of refraction of the polymer and sample
thickness. Since liquid-crystal molecules possess a positive
dielectric anisotropy (�� > 0), they align parallel to the applied
electric field E, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In the aligned state, the
ordinary refractive index of the liquid crystal, no, matches that of
the polymer, np, and the index modulation vanishes. The film
becomes transparent at all wavelengths, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
The reflectance as a function of applied voltage is shown in 
Fig. 2(c) for a 5-�m HPDLC film. The switching voltages tend
to be much larger than for bulk liquid crystals (liquid-crystal
displays are typically driven with <5 V) since the liquid crystal is
highly constricted by the holographic planes with dimensions of
170–200 nm for visible reflections; however, the dynamic
response times can be attractive (in some cases <100 �s).

Transmission mode
Reflection-mode HPDLC films tend to be polarization insensi-
tive since the symmetry axes of the liquid-crystal droplets are
random within the holographic plane; in the transmission
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existing Bragg devices. A plethora of new devices that use
HPDLC materials in a diverse application space are currently
being evaluated. They include low-power reflective displays,
wide-angle beam steering, optical strain gauges, switches for
telecommunication devices, application-specific integrated 
filters, projection system components, switchable lenses and
notch filters, switchable bandpass filters for imaging and pho-
tonic crystals. A number of groups worldwide, both industrial
and academic, are exploring the basic properties of HPDLC
materials and their use in optical applications.1-10

HPDLCs are created by a simple one-step fabrication process,
depicted in Fig.1(a), in which a homogeneous mixture of photo-
sensitive prepolymer and nematic liquid crystal is exposed to an
interference pattern.1-4 Polymerization occurs more rapidly in
the bright regions of an interference pattern than in the dark
regions, which forces the nonreactive liquid crystal into the dark
regions. This counterdiffusion process quickly creates a stratified
compositional profile (liquid-crystal-rich and polymer-rich lay-
ers) that is ultimately locked in by the photopolymerization pro-
cess.2,8 The grating pitch is given by � = �f /2<n>sin�, where �f

is the wavelength of the exposed laser beams, <n> is the average
index of refraction of the film and 2� is the angle between the
exposure beams inside the sample, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Since
the liquid crystal typically has an average index of refraction, nLC,
that is larger than that of the polymer, nP , a spatial perturbation
in the index of refraction exists [see Fig. 1(a)].

The morphologies of HPDLC films can be radically different,
depending on the materials and the exposure conditions, as
shown by the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic
force microscopy (AFM) images in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), respec-
tively. In the liquid-crystal-rich regions, the polymer morphology
can be channellike, or it can have a polymer scaffolding that 
traverses the liquid-crystal-rich region, as shown in Figs. 1(b)
and 1(c). A more common situation is when the liquid crystal is
totally encapsulated in droplets. HPDLC films exhibit excellent
optical properties, with low scattering and absorption in the 
visible and near infrared, diffraction efficiencies comparable to
those of photopolymer holographic media and fast dynamic
response time.

Reflection mode
One embodiment of HPDLC materials is the switchable mirror
shown in Fig. 2, in which the holographic planes are parallel to
the glass substrates.1-3 To enable electrical switching, one must
deposit a transparent conductor on the substrates; indium tin
oxide (ITO) is most commonly employed for this purpose.
Index-matched layers are typically coated over the ITO and
antireflection layers are deposited on the outer substrate surface
to avoid spurious reflections that could degrade the quality of
the hologram. In the absence of an applied voltage [Fig. 2(a)], a
refractive-index modulation exists between the liquid-crystal-
rich planes (shown as droplets) and the pure polymer planes.
The average index of refraction of the liquid-crystal-rich layers,
nLC, is some combination of the ordinary, no, and the extraordi-
nary, ne, index of refraction of the liquid crystal [often esti-
mated as nLC

2 � (ne
2+2no

2)/3)]. When the film is illuminated

(a)

(b)

(c)

Liquid crystal
nLC nP z

n(z) <n>

2�n�sin�
2� ��

�f

1�m

1
2

3
4

�m

1 2 3 4 5 �m

500 nm
100 nm

Polymer

Figure 1. (a) Interferometric exposure process to create HPDLCs, and
the corresponding compositional and refractive-index profile. After
HPDLCs are fabricated, the liquid crystal can be extracted and the
polymer morphology can be investigated by (b) SEM and (c) AFM.
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mode, however, HPDLCs are highly polarization selective.
The strong polarization dependence is attributed to the 
highly aligned nature of the liquid crystal, which tends to align,
on average, orthogonal to the holographic plane for most 
transmissive mode HPDLC materials. Therefore, transmission-
mode HPDLCs diffract p-polarized light more effectively than
s-polarized light. In fact, no � np for s polarization, so there is
little or no diffraction. One way to overcome this limitation is
to sandwich a polarization rotator (PR) film between two
HPDLC transmission gratings as shown in the Fig. 3 inset.11

The incoming non-polarized light is fully deflected by the
device in the following way: the p-polarized component of the
incident light diffracts off the first grating (G1) since ne > np,
whereas the s-polarized component passes through G1 unper-
turbed since no � np. In the PR layer, both polarized beams are
transformed by 90°. The second grating (G2) interacts only
with p polarization and does not influence the beam diffracted
by G1 since it was converted to s polarization. This results in the
diffraction of both s and p polarizations. By switching the 
gratings in various combinations, the device can diffract 
s and p polarizations simultaneously, solely s polarization or 
p polarization, or it can be perfectly transparent to both polar-
izations. The diffraction efficiency � of the individual gratings
approaches its ideal value of 50% at 1550 nm, and for the double
stack � > 75% (including ITO losses introduced by the addi-
tional substrates) and >90% (excluding ITO losses), as shown 
in Fig. 3.

Alternative modes
An alternative transmission mode HPDLC device is enabled
when the angle of the diffracted light exceeds the total internal

reflection (TIR) angle of the glass-air interface. In the zero-field
state, illustrated in Fig. 4(a), p-polarized light is effectively Bragg
diffracted and becomes trapped between the two substrates
where it propagates to the edge and escapes. Upon application of
an electric field, illustrated in Fig. 4(b), the grating vanishes and
the incident p-polarized light is unperturbed. The electro-optic
performance of a TIR HPDLC at 1550 nm, shown in Fig. 4(c), is
sensitive to the film thickness as expected. A 30-�m sample
shows good contrast, low threshold switching voltages of ~30 V
and a 6-dB transmission notch. The refractive-index contrast
between the liquid crystal and the polymer planes at 1550 nm is
estimated to be ~0.04, based on a fit of the transmission notch
by use of an infinite sinusoidal grating approximation.

As shown in Fig. 5(a), one can develop the TIR concept even
further by spatially patterning two identically slanted HPDLC
gratings with equal and opposite angles. In addition, the ITO
electrode is patterned so that each region can be individually
addressed. When no voltage is applied, a U-turn device is created
whereby the diffracted beam is trapped within the cell by TIR
until the second grating redirects it by 180°; hence the name 
U-turn. When the second grating vanishes upon application of
an electric field, the beam escapes from the edge of the cell.
When both gratings are optically turned off by the applied elec-
tric field, the beam propagates directly through the cell undis-
turbed. The U-turn device has been demonstrated for 1550 nm,
with switching times of the order of a few hundred microsec-
onds, threshold switching voltages of ~30 V for a 15-�m cell,
and an index modulation of ≥0.05.

A tunable reflection mode device is also possible. Figure 5(b)
demonstrates the tunability concept, for which in the zero-field
state (E0), a reflection occurs since the index of the liquid-crystal
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layer nLC is greater than that of polymer nP . After application of
an electric field (E1), an index-matching condition is achieved,
nLC ~ nP , and the reflection peak vanishes as expected. If the
electric field is increased even further (E 2), the index of the 
liquid crystal can slip below that of the polymer (nLC < nP) and a
blueshifted reflection reappears. The premise of the device is
that, with a careful choice of materials, one can index match for
an intermediate state rather than the final state, so that when the
HPDLC device is subjected to higher fields, an index-mismatch
condition is reestablished. The possible wavelength shift,
�shift = �(E0) - �(E2), can be estimated by �shift/� = �/2<n>,
where � = 2<n>�=[nP + nLC(E)]�, and � = nLC(E0) - nLC(E2),
where E is the applied electric field and the subscripts 0 and 2
denote the initial and final electric field strengths. In the visible,
a 12-nm shift has been reported.12 With further material opti-
mization, greater shifts will probably be possible.

High performance reflective displays
Low-power reflective display technology is an attractive applica-
tion for reflective mode HPDLCs.1 Stacking red, green and blue
reflecting panels can enable a color-additive scheme, as illus-
trated in Fig. 6(a). Spatial color synthesis (an array of red, green
and blue pixels) is also possible by use of masking and multi-
plexing techniques, as demonstrated in Fig. 6(a). An appealing
feature of HPDLC reflective display panels is their superior color
purity, as shown in Fig. 6(b) for a vertically stacked configura-
tion. Since there is minimal overlap between the spectral power
distribution functions, a broad color gamut is possible. To avoid
the specular reflection of the reflective hologram that coincides
with the glare of the glass substrate, the holographic planes are
designed to be slightly offset relative to the substrate parallel.
Significant gains in contrast and color purity are achieved by use
of this approach, as demonstrated in the chromaticity diagram
shown in Fig. 6(b). Since the HPDLC film is a specular reflector,
the limited viewing volume is a serious drawback for display
applications. One can achieve improvements in the view angle
by placing a diffusing film in front of one of the exposed laser
beams during holographic formation, as shown in Fig. 6(c). This
introduces ‘noise’ into the hologram [see the fractured SEM
image in Fig. 6(c)] that effectively broadens the view angle at the
expense of on-axis reflectivity. Although the color performance
is superior to that of competing reflective display technologies,
the switching voltage is still too high for commercial display
applications. Researchers continue to battle the severe confine-
ment effects with various approaches to manipulate polymer
morphology and to influence the delicate interaction of the 
liquid crystal with the polymer surface.

More applications
There are many possible applications for HPDLCs. One intrigu-
ing ESBG device is a novel configuration for color separation
schemes in an image-capture system (e.g., still digital cameras
and small video cameras).7 The underlying operation of the
device is based on temporal switching of HPDLC spectral pass-
band reflection filters, analogous to those illustrated in Fig. 2.
To achieve full color, most image-capture systems today use one
charge-coupled device (CCD) sensor array with integral color
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Figure 5. Alternative modes of operation: (a) switchable 
U-turn device with three states and (b) tunable wavelength
shifter in the reflection mode. 

Figure 4. TIR HPDLC based on a diffraction angle that exceeds
that of the TIR angle of the glass-air interface for the (a) voltage-
off and (b) voltage-on states. (c) The transmission performance
is a strong function of sample thickness and is effective only to
diffract p polarization (s polarization is unperturbed). The trans-
mission notch is shown in the inset.
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filter mosaics. The use of only one CCD minimizes cost and pre-
serves the slim profile of film-based cameras. As illustrated in
Fig. 7(a), a blue, green and red panel HPDLC stack is configured
for an image-capture application. The input image is digitally
recorded by reconstruction of red, green and blue frames gener-
ated through the time sequential switching of the HPDLC color



reflecting stack. By synthesizing color with this temporal
approach, one can improve resolution over the spatial color 
filter mosaic technique without compromising the cost and the
form factor.

Just as reflective mode HPDLC films can be vertically stacked
for both display and image-capture systems, transmission-mode
films can also be integrated to create a rapid beam-steering
device. Although many other technologies exist for steering laser
beams over small angles, ESBGs seem to be advantageous for
beam steering over large angles. A simple ESBG device is shown
in Fig. 7(b), where three HPDLC diffractive mode films have
discrete deflection capability. A voltage is applied to ESBGs #1
and #3, so that ESBG #2 is the only one that redirects the input
beam. For this particular example, 0°, 10°, 20° and 30° deflection
angles are possible. It is likely that ESBG stacks would be inte-
grated with small beam-steering technologies to enhance overall
deflection range and performance.

There are many fascinating telecommunications applications
for ESBG devices. 6,13 The ability to switch Bragg gratings 

electrically opens the door to intriguing network elements, such
as switchable add-drop filters, optical cross connects, dynamic
equalizers, variable optical attenuators and switchable filters.
Variable optical attenuators have been demonstrated with 
>50 dB of controllable range, flat attenuation over the C-band,
surprisingly low polarization loss and ~100-�s dynamic
response times.13 One proposed embodiment of an ESBG
device in planar waveguide technology is illustrated in Fig.
7(c). This grating-assisted, evanescent-coupled switchable add-
drop filter ultimately saves component cost by elimination of
the need for an external circulator. When the grating is opti-
cally active, a wavelength division multiplexed signal passes
through the grating except for a single channel that is coupled
(backward) into the drop port. If the grating is suppressed by
application of an electric field, all channels pass through the
grating unperturbed. ESBG architectures are well suited for
integration into more elaborate planar optical circuits, such as
multiple channel add-drop filters and sophisticated all-optical
cross connects.
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Figure 7. Examples of ESBG devices used for (a) image 
capture, (b) beam steering, (c) waveguide applications. 

Figure 6. (a) Three-stack full-color display next to actual images of
sample prototypes for spatial color synthesis and three panel stack-
ing schemes. (b) The spectral power distribution functions and
chromaticity diagram for a vertically stacked red, green and blue
HPDLC display. (c) Exposure apparatus to expand the view angle of
HPDLC reflection displays that can fracture the reflecting domains
to broaden the view angle at the expense of on-axis reflectivity. 
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Photonic crystals?
Even though multiplexing (multiple-beam holographic expo-
sure) has been evaluated to some extent in HPDLCs,3 only
recently has the potential of two-dimensional and three-dimen-
sional lattices in these materials been envisioned and demon-
strated within the context of photonic crystals.14,15 A rich variety
of multidimensional lattices is possible, ranging from a trans-
verse square lattice, shown in Fig. 8(a), to the face-centered-
cubic (fcc) lattice presented in Fig. 8(b). The irradiance profile
from multiple coherent laser beam interference, which ulti-
mately dictates the counterdiffusion fabrication process, is cal-
culated in the usual way, through knowledge of the propagation
vectors and the associated electric field vectors. In the high-
intensity regions (red in Fig. 8), polymerization rapidly occurs,
forcing the liquid crystal to diffuse to the low-intensity regions
(blue in Fig. 8), analogous to the simple one-dimensional coun-
terdiffusion process described earlier. The details of the irradi-
ance pattern are captured in the morphology of the HPDLC
material, as can be clearly seen in the SEM images presented in
Figs. 8(a) and 8(b). Kossel diffraction curves for four symmetric
directions, shown in Fig. 8(c), confirm the existence of the fcc
structure in Fig. 8(b). A completely reversible 2% wavelength
shift of the (±1 1 1) stop band has been reported for the HPDLC
fcc lattice.14 In addition to those presented here, other ortho-
rhombic lattices have been reported.15 The limiting feature of
HPDLC photonic crystal renditions is their low-index contrast
(<0.1). Nonetheless, simple and inexpensive fabrication schemes
and their unique tunable capability are attractive characteristics
for applications for which pseudobandgaps might suffice.

The future
Under the impetus of the photonics research and development
enterprise, HPDLC material technology has greatly matured in
recent years. From a basic understanding of the material science
level to the rich number of proposed applications, HPDLCs
offer an innovative means for the manipulation of light by 
combining holographic optical functions with switchability
onto a single film. Their versatility, configurability and ease of
fabrication make them practical candidates for a number of
applications. Because of the diversity of proposed applications,
some of which have been described in this review, HPDLC
materials can potentially affect the optics industry to a signifi-
cant degree.

Gregory P. Crawford (Gregory_Crawford@brown.edu) is an associate professor in
the Division of Engineering at Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island. 
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Figure 8. (a) Two-dimensional transverse square lattice isointensity
plot and its corresponding SEM image. (b)Three-dimensional 
fcc lattice isointensity plot and its corresponding SEM image.
(c) Calculated Kossel diffraction at 532 nm from (±1 ±1 1) planes
for the fcc lattice projected onto a screen outside the sample, and
experimental data at each of the four curved intersections. 
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